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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION
In order to facilitate the correct pronunciation of the
original Gurmukhi (Punjabi) script the following key has been
used while transcribing it into Roman script.
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RoTtUln Script
equivalents

(as in but)
a (as in car)
(as in sit)
(as in week)
u (as in put)
U
(as in fool)
e (as in male)
ai (as in cat)
(as in soap)
0
au (as in cost)
(as in sun)
s
h (as in he)
k (as in king)
kh (as in khaddar)
g (as in leg)
gh (as in ghee)
ng (as in ring)
ch (as in church)
chh (as in Chhatarpur)
(as in Japan)
j
jh (as in Jhansi)
a
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Roman Script
equivalents
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(as in cut)
(as in thug)
(as in doctor)
(as in dholak)
(as in Runn afKutch)
(as in Telugu)
(as in thumb)
(as in thee)
(as in dhabi)
(as in nun)
(as in pin)
(as in phase)
(as in bed)
(as in bhang)
(as in man)
(as in year)
(as in ring)
(as in love)
(as in valley)
(as in Roorkee)
(as in saree)
(as in show)
(as in burqa)
(as in khan)
(as in Ghazi)
(as in zero)
(as in feet)
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(as in single)
(as in plant)

GURU GOBIND SINGH JI
A PERSONALITY BEYOND NARRATION
It was a cold winter night of December 1666. Pir Bhikhan
Shah was up and about as usual in the ambrosial hours of the
later part of the night. His disciples too were awake and
waiting for their teacher to appear out of his hermitage to
begin their day with his audience and blessings. As he
emerged out of the Western door of his abode, his disciples
offered their respect in their usual manner. Oblivious of their
presence, Pir Bhikhan Shah turned around, looked Eastward
and raised his arms heavenward, fell on his knees to the
ground and in a state of trance written all over his face, bowed
his head and kissed the ground before him. His face was lit
by an aura of divine illumination. His lips moved without
emitting a sound.
His disciples were wonderstruck to see the strange
phenomenon. A little while later, one of them picked up
courage and said :
"Oh holy master! We are amazed to see you bowing your
head so reverently towards East while the house of Allah, the
Lord is in the West. We hope no harm has befallen your
enemies during the night Sir."
"By the grace of Allah the Almighty and His prophet
Hazrat Mohammed (Peace be upon him), I am absolutely fine.
However, I see the divine light of Allah having taken birth at
Patna, somewhere in the East, to whom I have bowed my head
in supplication."
The disciples fell silent and got busy in their daily chores.
Pir Bhikhan Shah had decided to set out for Patna immediately
in order to see the new born child that he had so reverently
described as 'the Light of Allah:
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The child prodigy whose divine vision was seen by Pir
Bhikhan Shah on the morning of 22nd December 1666, was no
other than Gobind Rai, son of Guru Tegh Bahadur Ii and Mata
Gujri Ii. Guru Tegh Bahadur had left his family at Patna on
his way to Assam where he had been called by his Sikhs for
obliging them with his DarsJum as well as for mediating in the
settlement of some long outstanding disputes between two
chiefs of the area.
Gobind Rai had spent most of his childhood at Patna
without the watchful eye of his father who could see his son
only after nearly four years of his birth. The child prodigy was
brought up under the care of his mother and her brother
Bhai Kirpal Chand.
The childhood of Gobind Rai at Patna is full of his pranks
not commonly found in a normal child. Would a four year
child be interested in the art of warfare, and indulge in mock
battles with his friends using sticks and wooden boards for
sword and shields? Would he be so conscious of his rights as
a human being?
Guru Tegh Bahadur Ii had to cut short his stay in Assam.
He returned to Patna and without wasting much time, had to
set out towards Punjab in order to assuage the hurt and pacify
the anguish of the people of Northern state at Emperor
Aurangzeb's orders curtailing basic human rights of Hindus.
Guru Tegh Bahadur travelled through many places of Hindu
pilgrimage and set their minds at rest besides preaching Guru
Nanak's message of universal brotherhood. On reaching
Anandpur Sahib, he sent for his family from Patna.
The education and training of Gobind Rai in martial field
had started in right earnest as soon as the family reached
Anandpur Sahib. Having travelled across India, and sensing
the sinister design of the Mughal emperor, Guru Tegh Bahadur
was fully conscious of the corning events. Therefore it became
imperative that his successor must further strengthen the
doctrine of Miri-Piri propagated by his father, the sixth true
emperor.
It was the month of April 1675. The weather had become
very pleasant after a severe winter. The trees and shrubs
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around Anandpur Sahib were wearing a new look. River Sutlej
was now filled with cold and clear waters of melted snow. A
caravan of fatigued and demoralised Brahmins descended
from the North. They had been travelling for many days. The
fear of the past and uncertainty of the future was written all
over their faces.

"We have come a long way from our homes with a
solitary hope that (Guru) Tegh Bahadur would be able to
resolve our problems. Why should he if he himself is not a
Hindu ?"
"Yes! I too doubt the success of our mission," said his
friend, "For all you know, we may not be able to go back home
bearing the holy TlLAK on our forehead."
"This man (Guru) Tegh Bahadur does not seem to be
keeping any army. How would he be able to confront Mughal
army and save us from conversion to Islam," said another as
he dipped into the cold water of river Sutlej. "Is he blessed
with power of mother Durga, that he would use it against the
Mughal asuras (demons)?"
"We don't know really, but now that Pandit Kirpa Ram
ji has brought us here, let us see what happens," remarked the
third melancholy as he wiped his body of water droplets and
prepared to dress.
After their normal washing, bathing and brief prayer to
their deity, the visitors proceeded to the ungar to partake of
breakfast being served there. This was the first sumptuous meal
that they had eaten since they set out on their journey. They all
joined the holy congregation where the praises of the Lord were
being sung to the accompaniment of musical instruments.
The ninth Master saw these Brahmins with their pensive
faces. As the musicians and singers stopped for a while, the
Master said:
"Why do I see some sad and morose faces in the home
of Guru Nanak ? Can the leader of the learned Pandits explain
so that we may arrange necessary help ?"
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Pandit Kirpa Ram got up, folded his hands, bowed before
the Guru and with a choked voice said, "Oh holiest of the holy,
we are Brahmins from Kashmir. We have been ordered by the
Governor of Kashmir to accept Islam or face death. We have
been threatened that our womenfolk would be given over to
the Muslims as booty of the Kilfirs (infidels) and children
enslaved. This is obviously the desire of the MughaI emperor
Aurangzeb. We have no one who can give protection to us
except you and therefore we have come to seek your shelter."
Guru ji became silent, closed his eyes and sat motionless
for a while. His young son Gobind Rai awoke him out of his
reverie and asked, "What is the matter, my beloved father?
Who are these noble souls and what do they want ?"
'They are Brahmins from Kashmir who have been
ordered by their ruler to give up their religion and embrace
Islam. They are seeking help to protect their faith."
"And what is needed to protect their faith, dear father?"
asked the young child.
'The sacrifice of a holy and true man that would awaken
the pride of the population and make them believe in
themselves," replied Guru Tegh Bahadur.
"Who is more holier and truthful than you my beloved
father?" said the nine year old child.

The martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahadur on 11th November,
1675 in Chandni Chowk Delhi tolled the death knell of the
Mughal Raj in India. It brought in a new awakening in the
minds of Sikhs and slowly it emerged as the second turning
point in the Sikh History after the martyrdom of Guru Arjan
Dev ji, the great grandfather of Gobind Rai. At the tender age
of nine but with far-sightedness and courage of a seasoned
fighter, the child Gobind Rai accepted the responsibility of
leading the followers of Guru Nanak with an eye on building
a unique brotherhood of the Khalsa, willing to live with dignity
and self-respect and die a martyr's death. The stock available
to him was one of such people who had been living a life of
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servitude for centuries; whose mind and body was frail and
will to live with honour absent from their lives. Their psyche
was enslaved by Brahmanism. The fear of Brahmins authority
had to be removed from their mind beside instilling in them
their right to equality. Therefore his task demanded twopronged attack-~me to wean away the gullible man from the
clutches of the Brahmin and the other to make them adept in
the use of arms and field-eraft to take up Mughals' challenges.
All this had to be affected within the bounds of Guru Nanak's
basic doctrine. It was a process of integration of the traits of
a soldier and a saint. Because a saint-soldier alone is fearless,
courageous, brave, righteous, just and ever in meditation of
the Supreme One from where he draws his strength in service
of His creation.
(Guru) Gobind Rai's love for literature and knowledge
prompted him to keep a coterie of scholars and poets of Hindi,
Braj, Punjabi, Sanskrit and Persian at his court. He deputed
them to translate and re-write the famous ballads of ancient
history with a view to acquaint the Sikhs with their contents
and draw inspiration from the brave and righteous deeds of
the martyrs of yore.
Music is the soul of divine praise, besides prOViding
serenity to the mind. By a covenant, emperor Augangzeb had
imposed a total ban on playing of musical instruments and
singing since he believed it to be an anti-Islamic indulgence.
Disobedience would invite very harsh punishment. Contrary
to this, singing of Gurbani to the accompaniment of musical
instruments was the inseparable way of life for a Sikh since the
days of Guru Nanak. Therefore a clash of ideology was
apparent. Not so much as an act of defiance, but respect and
value for a school commenced by Guru Nanak, Guru Gobind
Rai learnt to play stringed instrument called TAOOS and
SARANDA. No Sikh of Guru Nanak was prepared to
surrender his right to sing the praises of God set to tune by
the musicians and in the presence of holy congregation. As a
result of the royal order, many musicians belonging to Hindu
and Muslim religions, took refuge at Anandpur Sahib.
As a child, Guru Gobind Rai had shown his aptitude for
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the art of warfare, when he would divide his friends into two
groups and indulge in mock battles. An army of 2200 lancers
had been kept by his grandfather Guru Hargobind ji and his
successors. This army was raised with resources of Sikh Sangat
and remained so thereafter. Guru Hargobind Sahib had
however, ordered his Sikhs to bring good steeds and weapons
as offerings instead of other wasteful items. Therefore a
nucleus of experienced lancers, swordsmen and musketeers
was available to impart weapon-training to the newly enrolled
Sikhs. Guru Gobind Rai himself was an adept horseman, a
talented swordsman, a marksman of archery and musketry. A
war-drum which had been an essential part of all armies, was
also added to the discipline of the army of the tenth master.
It was called RiInjit Nagara meaning 'Drum of Victory'.

"Look at the arrogance of this man ! He has established
a parallel kingdom within my territory. He is living like an
emperor and receiving gifts that are not offered to even the
Delhi Takht. He has refused to pay revenue and says that the
area around Anandpur was purchased by his father and
therefore was his own. And on top of all this, he is not even
prepared to acknowledge our superiority and live like a
humble neighbour," said Raja Bhim Chand of Kehloor angrily.
"His defiance of today can cost you your kingdom
tomorrow. Look at the way he is preparing his Sikhs for any
confrontation. Each one of them is armed. I am told they are
excellent horsemen too. If you do not nip his rising ambitions
now, it may become a problem for all of us tomorrow,"
remarked Raja Kirpal.
"Your Majesty! Guru Gobind Rai is a holy man, not
concerned with winning others' territory. The armed Sikhs that
you have mentioned, are there to defend their fundamental
rights. Most of their time is spent in the company of each other
singing praises of Almighty. It would be wrong to presume
that Guru Gobind Rai has malafide intentions. Your Highness!
I strongly feel that we should extend a friendly hand towards
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him and not feel envious of his regal style. Your friendship
with him will provide you with another strong arm to counter
threats from your enemy and even the Emperor of Delhi,"
interjected the Prime Minister of Raja Bhim Chand.
"Are you suggesting that I accept his authority? He, who
has raised the status of Shudras to the level of Kshatriyas by
arming them to the hilt, training them in the art of warfare
besides encouraging them to chant the names of gods and
goddesses that our holy Shastras have forbidden them to do.
I hope you are not changing loyalties, Prime Minister,"
thundered Raja Bhim Chand of Kehloor.
"Calm down Bhim Chand! Let me assure you that in the
event of any confrontation with (Guru) Gobind Rai, you will
have my un-inhibited support," assured Raja Kirpal.
Medani Prakash, the Raja of Sirmour did not have too
cordial relationship with Raja Fateh Shah of Srinagar. The
latter had usurped a large part of the former's territory. Raja
Fateh Shah's daughter was betrothed to the son of Raja Bhim
Chand of Kehloor. Medani Prakash therefore felt helpless and
feared total annihilation of this kingdom at the hands of two
powerful chieftains. Raja Medani Prakash was thus looking
for appropriate military and spiritual support. On advice of
his minister, Raja Medani Prakash sent an invitation to Guru
Gobind Rai ji to visit Nahan. Guru ji availed this opportunity
to restore friendly relations between the two estranged chiefs.
During this visit, Guru ji could use his charm and influence
upon Raja Fateh Shah of Srinagar to return territory belonging
to Medani Prakash forcibly occupied by him. In recognition
of his services, Raja Medani Prakash asked Guru ji to select
an appropriate place for himself and his Sikhs from where they
could spread the message of universal brotherhood in that
area. Guru ji located a very picturesque site on the bank of
river Yamuna. With the help of his Sikhs and people of the area,
a small fortress came up there soon. The place was named as
'Paonta', He sent for his family and other courtiers. The
serenity of the place provided an ideal locale for meditation
and literary ventures.
Sayed Pir Budhu Shah of Sadhaura became a disciple of
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Guru ji alongwith his followers and family members. He had
a significant role to play in the later part of Guru Gobind Rai's
life when the later fought some major battles with hill
chieftains.
Guru Gobind Rai's expertise in the art of warfare, as an
able commander and a sound tactician came to the fore during
the battle of Bhangani, where his army of a few thousand
volunteers was pitted against the combined strength of the
army of nearly twenty-five hill chiefs. It was an incompatible
ratio. But the Sikhs were fighting for truth and its survival. The
motivating force for them was the divine factor in the form
of their beloved Guru who was not just behind them but with
them. The event also taught the Sikhs whom to trust and
whom not to. It brought forth the cadre of genuine disciples
and well-wishers of the Guru and exposed many who were
parasites on the house of Guru Nanak.
Guru Gobind Rai had his defences built on a high ground
overlooking a plain area surrounded by rivers on both sides.
The place was near village Bhangani (about 12-13 kilometres
from Paonta) and on the route of the hill chiefs. The battle
raged for three days from 13th to 15th April 1689. The grossly
under-estimated army of Guru Gobind Rai comprising of
people from lower castes and not too well-ta-do persons, rose
to heights of valour not heard of among people in general,
particularly of the hill tribes. Never had so few and inadequately
equipped taken up cudgels with so many and won a
resounding victory in so little a time. The devotion of Sayed
Budhu Shah who sent his two brothers, four sons and seven
hundred followers to fight on the side of Guru ji, stands out
like a precious jewel in the glorious crown of victory.
The unexpected defeat and that too at the hands of a
handful of Sikhs, who were from the rejected stock of the Hindu
society was an insult unbearable for the hill rajas of Rajput
descendency. Their attitude towards Guru Gobind Rai became
sterner and despicable, and laid the grounds for many more
skirmishes and confrontations.
The victory had boosted the morale of the Sikh warriors
and filled the soldiers with a unique pride. It gave them a
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renewed confidence in themselves. Many acts of bravery of the
Sikhs instilled a reverential fear in the minds of other rulers
who were not prepared to see the ever increasing emergence
of Sikh forces too kindly. The victory had re-established the
authenticity of 'truth shall always prevail'. Rising in arms to
defend oneself against unjust and tyrannical forces is the birthright of every human being. It established Guru Gobind Rai
as a military commander par-excellence. The emergence of
Sikhs as a leading military might became a foregone conclusion.
Battle of Nadaun was another battle where Guru ji and
his Sikh army was pitted against the Mughal army of Governor
of Jammu. The Sikh army fought on the side of the hill chiefs
who by now had resolved to keep peace with Guru Gobind
Rai. The Mughal army suffered a crushing defeat. This battle
was fought in 1690. Once again the Sikh army came to the help
of the Raja of GuIer at his request against the combined
strength of Hussain Khan of Lahore and some hill chiefs who
had backed out of their promise to fight against the tyranny
of the Mughals and not amongst themselves. This event took
place in 1695-96 where the Sikhs and its allies handed down
a crushing defeat though at a heavy cost to themselves.
The events of armed confrontation between the Sikhs and
hill chiefs duly supported or individually, had become a
regular feature by now. The Governors of Mughal states in the
neighbourhood of Anandpur Sahib, felt less at ease with the
growing strength of the Sikhs. The ever increasing influence
of Guru Gobind Rai amongst the caste ridden Hindu society
and the social status now being enjoyed by the low castes on
their embracing Sikhism, was too much for the Hindu hill chiefs
to bear. Thus a feeling of envy and hate kept on developing
in their mind.
The success of the Sikhs in the battle-fields convinced
Guru Gobind Rai that the time was now ripe to forge the iron
of Guru Nanak into steel. Power of the sword often brings in
a tendency of misplaced sense of authority resulting in
fulfilment of selfish motives, injustice and personal gains.
Though in matters military, the Sikhs always took directions
from Guru ji and Gurbani, yet there was a need to bind them
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together in a common bondage of brotherhood with a welldefined code of conduct.
It was customary for the Sikhs to assemble at Guru's
abode on Baisakhi day. (First day of the month of Baisakh in
Indian calendar). According to CE calendar, this falls during
mid-April though in 1699, it fell on 30th March. Much before
the Baisakhi day, Guru Gobind Rai had sent out an order asking
Sikhs to come to Anandpur in large number during Baisakhi
fair. In compliance of Guru's wish, people thronged Anandpur
Sahib in unprecedented strength.
In the early morning congregation, the Sikhs were
enjoying the singing of divine Bani. Just before the culmination
of the morning proceedings, Guru Gobind Rai with his sword
drawn appeared before all assembled and roared:
"Is there anyone who is prepared to offer his head to me
for the cause of Dharma ?"
People in the gathering were thunderstruck and dazed
by the sudden and unusual demand of their mentor.
"Is there anyone who loves his Guru enough to offer his
head at his demand ?"
There was pin-drop silence in the gathering. Many backseaters escaped quietly. No one carne forward in response. The
Guru roared for the third time:
"Is there no one who has unquestionable and unshakeable
faith and love for his Guru ?"
Slowly one Daya Ram, a Khatri from Lahore rose and
stood before Guruji with a bowed head. The Guru seized him
by the arm and took him into a tent specially erected at the
rear of his seating pedestal. He soon carne out of the tent, with
his sword dripping blood and repeated his demand. Dharam
Das from Delhi came forward to meet with the same fate as
that of Daya Ram. The Guru repeated his demand three more
times when Mohkam Chand from Dwarka, Sahib Chand from
Bidar and Himmat Rai from Puri carne forward respectively
in answer to his call.
It took a little while for Guru Gobind Rai to re-appear
out of the tent. This time he was followed by the five Sikhs who
had offered their heads to him. They all were attired in a
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unique dress and looked as if they have just descended from
God's abode onto this earth.
The Guru got the vessel containing Charanpahul emptied
in river Sutlej and refilled it with fresh water. He started
stirring it with a double-edged sword (Khanda) to the
recitation of five Banis (Japji, lap Sahib, Sawaiyas, Chaupai and
Anand Sahib). Mata Jito ji, wife of Guru Sahib came and added
some Patashas (Sugar Crystals) to it. After the recitation of five
Banis, the five chosen ones were made to sit in Bir Aasan and
the Guru baptised them with the nectar so prepared. Each one
was ordered to keep unshorn hair (Kesh), a comb (Kangha) in
the hair to keep them untangled, a short drawer (Kachha), a
steel bracelet (Kara) and a sword (Kirpan). These five Ks are
essentials of their uniform. All of them were given a suffix of
Singh to their first name. They were called the five beloved
ones (Panj Piaras). Guru Gobind Rai told them that from that
moment onward, they were freed from their previous family
origin, creed, rituals, duality and occupation. They were now
the members of a new order called Khalsa, meaning the
property of the Supreme.
And surprise of all surprises, the creator of the Khalsa
order knelt humbly before the five beloved ones and begged
to be included in the Khalsa fold by administering him the
Khande di Pahul (Nectar) prepared in their presence. The five
beloved ones served him five mouthfuls of the Nectar to drink.
His eyes and hair were sprinkled with the nectar five times
on the chanting of Waheguru ji ka Khalsa, Waheguru ji ki Fateh.
And according to the covenant of the Khalsa order, the suffix
Rai was dropped from his name and replaced with Singh. With
immediate effect, he became GURU GOBIND SINGH.
By an estimate of various historians, nearly 80,000 Sikhs
were baptised that day. The strength of the Khalsa brotherhood
increased phenomenally, not without a grave concern in the
hearts of hill chiefs and Mughal governors. The newswriter
present at the day's proceedings wrote to the Emperor that
"He, (The Guru) has abolished caste, rituals, beliefs and
superstitions of the Hindus and bonded them in one
brotherhood of Khalsa. All have become equal. They all will
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carry arms, support unshorn hair, tie turban and address each
other by a different salutation hithertofore not used by the
Hindus. They all will worship one God, the formless one who
is omni-present. Members of the Khalsa brotherhood will shun
the Brahminical customs and practices of idol worship."
The hill chiefs did not take the development at Anandpur
Sahib too lightly. They resolved to bring down the structure
of Khalsa Pauth by all means since it was considered inimical
to their Varanashram. One way used by them was to instigate
the state forces to involve themselves in an armed struggle
against the Sikhs. On their part they started harassing the Sikhs
in small ambushes and skirmishes travelling through their
territory. They had decided to evict Guru Gobind Singh and
his Sikhs out of Anandpur Sahib one way or the other. Though
the imperial authorities at Delhi had sensed the foul intentions
of the hill chiefs, yet they fell into the trap and sent an
expedition of 10,000 soldiers under Painde Khan and Dina
Beg. This strength was to be supplemented by the troops of
the hill chiefs. The confrontation took place at Anandpur Sahib
in January 1700 where the Khalsa army emerged victorious.
This was the beginning of a series of confrontations
between Guru Gobind Singh and the hill chiefs joint army
assisted/led by the Mughal army/commanders from the Suba
of Sirhind. The second Battle of Anandpur Sahib (1701), Battle
of Nirmohgarh (late 1701), Battle of Basoli, skirmish with Said
Beg and Alif Khan (1703) at Chamkaur when Guruji and a
handful of Sikhs were returning from Kurukshetra after their
missionary tour. While Guruji and his Sikhs were busy settling
score with Said Beg and Alif Khan at Chamkaur, the hill chiefs
took advantage of Guruji's absence from Anandpur and
attacked the citadel where not more than 800 Sikhs were
staying to carry out mundane tasks. Yet the Sikhs emerged
victorious at Anandpur and Chamkaur against heavy odds.
The third engagement Battle of Anandpur was fought on
29th March, 1704 between Aurangzeb's General Said Khan
and the Khalsa forces numbering not more than 500 or so. The
strength of the Khalsa army was thin because a very large
number of Sikhs had gone for harvesting their crops. This
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number was augmented by a few erstwhile muslim soldiers
who had decided to stay at Anandpur and enjoy the divine
discourses of Guru Gobind Singh. General Said Khan who was
brother-in-law of Pir Budhu Shah, was advised by that holy
soul not to raise his arms against Guruji who was an
embodiment of justice and compassion, who despite numerous
victories over the hill chiefs had not taken even a square inch
of their land under his domain. When Said Khan saw some
muslims fighting for Guruji and also recalled what Pir Budhu
Shah had said, his conscience hurt him so much that he left
the battle-field. However, it had become increasingly difficult
for the Sikhs to withstand the onslaught of a numerically
superior force. So they withdrew from the city. The Mugha!
forces plundered the city and withdrew towards Sirhind. The
Sikh soldiers followed at their heels and attacked their camp
during the night. They took back all that belonged to them and
returned to Anandpur Sahib.
Aurangzeb was highly disturbed to note that one of his
Commanders sent on a campaign against Guru Gobind Singh
had left his services to become his disciple. It showed the
growing respect and popularity of Guru Gobind Singh both
as a military leader and as a spiritual preceptor. So, Aurangzeb
asked the governors of Lahore, Sirhind, Jammu and Multan
to invest Anandpur with their joint forces supplemented by
the hill chiefs who were ever waiting for such an opportunity.
Aurangzeb wanted that Guru Gobind Singh be caught alive.
When the Sikhs who had gone for harvesting their crops,
heard that Anandpur Sahib has been threatened by a very
large Mugha! army, they all rushed back with adequate arms
and support material. The strength of Sikh army was not more
than ten thousand. Guruji deployed adequate force in the fort
of Keshgarh, Anandgarh, Holgarh, Lohgarh and Agampur.
Not going into the details of the battles, it is commendable
to note that the Mugha! army which attacked these positions
on 20th May 1704 (1705 by some historians) could not overrun the numerically inferior Sikh army till December, 1704
(1705) though the losses suffered and the acute fall in the
provisions had virtually crippled their effectiveness.
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Meanwhile seeing the prolonged deployment of a very
large force at Anandpur Sahib without achieving a favourable
result, Aurangzeb felt jittery and wrote many letters to Guruji
asking him to vacate Anandpur Sahib for the sake of royal
honour and promising a safe passage out for Guruji and his
Sikhs. His last letter was written on the front page of the holy
Koran and signed by him in person. In this letter he had
promised safe passage to the Guru's entourage wherever they
wished to go for safety and peace. Guru Gobind Singh ji did
not like to fall for this ruse of the emperor but his close Sikh
confidante insisted that the offer be accepted. So on the night
of December 20-21, 1704 (1705) Guruji alongwith his family
and remaining Sikhs vacated Anandgarh and set out towards
Kirtapur Sahib.
The Mughals broke all their vows given on holy Koran
and attacked the depleted, weak and ailing Sikh soldiers first
on the bank of river Sirsa, then at the fortress of Chamkaur
and finally at Muktsar. Many Sikhs were martyred. Guruji's
family with two younger sons got separated from his
entourage and ultimately fell into the hands of Nawab of
Sirhind through the deceit of one Gangoo, a Brahmin. Two
elder sons fought bravely till their death in the Battle of
Chamkaur. Guruji had to leave Chamkaur for the Millwa
region by a circuitous route. At Dina Kangar, he learnt about
the death of his two younger sons aged five and seven who
were bricked alive in a wall.
Reflecting on the events of the past few years since the
birth of the Khalsa, Guruji wrote a letter to emperor Aurangzeb
in Persian while staying at Dina Kangar. This letter is his
famous and most candid composition of 111 couplets in which
he has admonished Aurangzeb for his tyrannical reign,
parochial attitude and totally immoral stance unbecoming of
a staunch muslim whereby he had ignored the teachings
of holy Koran altogether. When the Guru's epistle called
Zafarnamah reached Aurangzeb at Ahmadnagar through Bhai
Daya Singh Ji, the emperor was deeply touched and regretted
his past action very remorsefully. To correct his earlier wrongs,
he had issued an edict to let Guruji and his followers visit any
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part of the country at their will. His conscience had pricked
him so much that besides his old age, the admonishment
through Zafarnamah had made him realize the futility of all
that he had done and believed to have achieved. He fell sick
and died at Ahmadnagar on 20th February, 1707.
It had been nearly a year and a half since Bhai Daya Singh
had gone to deliver Zafarnamah to the emperor and had not
returned. So Guruji left Talwandi Sabo Ki where he had stayed
for over a year now. He left for Deccan to meet the emperor
in person and advise him to mend his ways. He learnt about
Aurangzeb's death enroute. Aurangzeb's death had set a war
of succession between his sons. With military help from
Guruji, Prince Muazzam, the eldest son of Aurangzeb
managed to defeat his younger brother Prince Aazam who
had declared himself successor to his father. Prince Muazzam
declared himself king after winning the battle against his
brother and became known as Bahadur Shah. He was keen to
arrive at an amicable solution with the Sikhs and therefore
invited Guruji for talks at Agra. Guruji met him in full regalia
and fully armed. Meanwhile, Kam Baksh, the third son of
Aurangzeb who was stationed at Bijapur, revolted against the
authority of his brother-King Bahadur Shah. Some Rajput
chiefs had also revolted against the King. So the King set out
to suppress the revolts and took Guruji with him in order to
continue the process of dialogues. All along the route, Guruji
received a highly reverent and warm welcome. The King
realized that he would draw the wrath of muslim population
if he agreed to punish all those responsible for deceit during
the last battle of Anandpur Sahib and killing of the Guru's
infant sons. Guruji sensed his mood and wavering mind and
parted company at Hangoli to proceed toward Nanded. He
reached Nanded in August, 1708.
"Your holiness please come fast. We have failed to protect
your hermitage from the hands of a few Sikhs. They have even
desecrated the Ashram by killing a goat. Their Guru is sitting
on your bed and all our mantras and miraculous powers have
failed to dislodge him from there," said a group of mendicants
to Madho Das Bairagi.
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"Who could dare such a sacrilegious act ?" Madho Das
said furiously. He picked up his holy can (Kamanda/) and
wooden staff and set out towards his hennitage in a huff.
"Who are you? What are you doing on my bed ?" asked
Madho Das as soon as he entered his sacrarium.
"You know me well," Guruji replied calmly. "If you think
you do not; look within yourself."
"Oh ! So you are Guru Gobind Singh Ji," said Madho Das
now politely.
"Yes! I am," replied Guruji.
"Oh master! What has brought you to the humble abode
of your Banda (servant)?" asked Madho Das Bairagi.
"I have corne to baptise you and bring you into the fold
of Khalsa Panth," replied Guruji.
"It will indeed be a singular honour that you will bestow
upon your Banda," said Madho Das getting down on his knees.
Madho Das was baptised into Khalsa brotherhood. He was
named Banda Singh. With the constant company of the Sikhs
and by listening to the discourses of Guruji, Banda Singh soon
learnt the extent of the atrocities perpetrated by the Mughal
rulers of the Punjab on the Sikhs and particularly the barbaric
execution of the two younger sons of the tenth master. He learnt
the use of weapons and soon became an adept warrior.
Wazir Khan, the Nawab of Sirhind had appointed two
pathans to kill Guru Gobind Singh ji at an opportune moment.
One day, the opportunity carne their way. After the evening
prayers, Guruji was resting in his tent when one of the Pathans
went inside and attacked Guruji with a dagger. He did not live
to make another swipe because Guruji killed him there and
then with his sword. The second pathan standing outside as
a guard was done to death by the Sikhs.
The wounds of the tenth master were stitched promptly.
Banda Singh was moved by the episode and sought permission
of the Master to go to Punjab and take the rulers to task. He
was blessed with the title of Bahadur, given five arrows, drum
(nagara) and a flag of honour (nishan). He was accompanied
by five Sikhs appointed by Guruji who formed the council to
take all important decisions jointly.
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The wounds of Guru Gobind Singh ji were deep. The
stitches opened up when he was trying to fix the thread on
the bow. Sensing his end near, he called the congregation of
the Sikhs and declared, "The system of the living Guru ends
today. The holy Granth and the Panth would be the spiritual
and corporate Guru henceforth. All Sikhs will take directions
from Guru Granth Sahib, the embodiment of the spirit of the
ten Gurus and worship only one supreme the Akal Purakh.
They will not keep faith on any other religious book, gods and
goddesses and shun all ritualistic practices irrelevant to the
spiritual progress."
Guru Gobind Singh breathed his last on the night of 78th October, 1708.

The great saint warrior despite numerous victories over
the hill chiefs did not occupy an inch of their territory. He was
not oblivious of the fact that political power was essential for
bringing about social changes that he wanted ushered in the
society. He knew that political freedom was a precursor to the
establishment of true religion and true religion is like an
elephant goad that keeps it on the righteous path. He was a
true advocate of human rights-a concept that Guru Nanak
had started and implemented right through by his nine
spiritual embodiments. He had even spelt out his resolve to
confer the rulership of the land on these down-trodden people.
He gave Khalsa three distinct qualities of being different in
appearance, mental alertness and spiritual enlightenment. He
inculcated a vital factor of esprit-de-corps so essential in
situations where life of one and each depends upon the other.
Fear, enmity, deceit, greed, selfishness were traits infinitely far
from his personality. He made Khalsa a householder as was
propagated by Guru Nanak, and yet a saint as well as a
warrior. According to him, martyrdom was a supreme form
of death. And no Khalsa should ever tum away when he is
faced with the task of restoration of truth and justice.
Guru Gobind Singh ji had a multifaceted and a complete
2S

personality. He was Guru Nanak's doctrine personified;
different in appearance but one in spiritual, social, cultural,
religious and political viewpoints. He was a linguist, a poet
in the languages he knew, philosopher, social reformer, an
administrator, human rights promoter, a soldier, a commander,
a strategist and benefactor par-excellence. He was a firm
believer in the axiom that all of us are the children of one God.
The enemy in them is the evil that needs to be routed out. He
was a Badshah and yet a Darvesh at heart. The sacrifices made
by him in his efforts to restore de-jure place of honour and
respect for all in society, finds neither an equal nor parallel in
the history of mankind.
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ZAFARNAMAH
Zafarnamah, though, meant to be addressed and sent to
Aurangzeb, the emperor of India, begins with the eulogy of
Lord Akal. The first twelve couplets dwell on some of the
virtues of the Gracious Sovran, who is the Lord of Infinite
virtue, the Creator, the Sustainer, the Liberator, the Guider, the
Doer, the Knower, the Bestower, the wonder worker, the
Adorable, the Immaculate, the Beauteous, the Forgiver, the
Defender and Exalter of the lowly.
Then in Dastaan the Guru turns his attention to
Aurangzeb, the emperor and the man. With the precision of
a very fine surgeon he lays bare the soul, heart and the mind
of Aurangzeb, for Aurangzeb himself to see.
The Dastaan opens with proven lack of faith in the word
of Aurangzeb, whether given in the name of God or the holy
Quran. This refrain is kept throughout, openly or obliquely,
in most of the couplets not devoted to the lord eulogy or to
the description of the Battle of the Chamkaur, in 24 couplets.
The Lord saves those who have faith in Him with his own
Hand. He tells the emperor that he should redeem his faith
in himself and in the eyes of others.
The Guru reminds Aurangzeb of his message by word
of mouth and in writing, sent through his emmissary, the Qazi.
It is believed that Aurangzeb had promised the safety of the
Guru, and his sikhs and their families, provided the Guru
agreed to vacate Anandpur Sahib. And in this regard, this
surety was given in writing on the frontpiece of Quran,
whereat also a possible meeting between the Guru and himself
was hinted. If Aurangzeb so desires the said volume of Quran
can be sent to him. The Guru now invites Aurangzeb to visit
Kangar, so that the two meet and converse freely (away from
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the crowd of courtier's that always cloud the emperor's
perceptions) in an atmosphere of good will and grace. The
Guru would honour him with the gift of a blue-blooded steed.
The Guru further cautions Aurangzeb against his coterie of
courtiers, through whose manipulations and insinuations the
emperor committed numerous atrocities on his subjects.
The Guru reminds Aurangzeb of his sincere desire to be
truly religious and good, but the emperor was deluded by his
own bigotry and orthodoxy, which in-capacitated him from
realizing the true concept of Godhood and humanism. TIme
and again, the Guru warns him against the hardening of his
head and heart by his indiscriminate and compunctionless
acts, his inhuman killings. He projects before Aurangzeb the
relentless passage of time. The transitoriness of this world and
the relentless justice of the lord God where no mercy shall be
shown to him if he did not mend his ways.
It is highly improbable to believe that the Guru went to
Kangar, at Aurangzeb's behest (as some writers suggest).
Would the Guru, who had been so outrageously and blatantly
deceived at Anandpur by Aurangzeb through his emissary,
have still enough faith left in Aurangzeb to follow his
directions. To go to Kangar, where the Brar's were subservient
to the treacherous Aurangzeb as claimed by him after the
episode of Anandpur, is unthinkable.
Some writers would have one belief that the Guru went
to Kangar as suggested by Aurangzeb, through his oral and
written word of faith as conveyed by the Qazi. Keeping in
view the tenor and tone of Zafarnamah where in 21 couplets
out of the first 45 couplets of Dastaan, the Guru refers
disparagingly, to the veracity of the so called word of faith of
Aurangzeb, the above is highly and well-nigh impossible.
On the other hand it naturally follows that the Guru felt
safe in going to Kangar, which was near a Jungle tract called
Lakhi Jungle and where the Brars the denizens of that area,
were self-respecting and independent people. The Guru took
about a month to reach Kangar. The Guru wrote Zafarnamah
there, more than two years after leaving Anandpur Sahib.
Thus he had plenty of time to get settled and enlist his
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supporters, a fact borne out by later developments when once
the Brars for not having been properly paid their wages turned
truculent for some time before returning to the fold of the
faithful.
Some writers have tried to give a different meaning to
the 61st couplet opining that the Guru is repeating here and
in earlier three couplets (58,59,60) the words of Aurangzeb as
written on the front-piece of Quran sent through his Qazi.
They infer that it is not the Guru who is addressing Aurangzeb
in these couplets. And in this couplet (61) the Guru reminds
Aurangzeb about his offer of conferring the title of Ek-Hazari
(Master of one thousand horse). It just about borders on the
fringes of blasphemous thinking. The Guru who has no
hunger for worldly things, who is longing for the Glance of
Grace from Lord Akal (105) and is under His protection (106)
and who berates Aurangzeb for hankering after worldly
possession and pinning his faith in them (105-106) would this
Guru hunger for such a small conferment even after two years
and even after haVing been thoroughly deceived. The key
word in this couplet (161) is eenh which in Persian means here.
It naturally follows that whosoever is speaking these words
is at the place from where they have been spoken and where
Zafarnamah has been written, which is Kangar city. Who else
is uttering these words other than the Guru.
In the next six couplets the Guru takes Aurangzeb to task
for his unjust governance, his cruelty, his so called continence,
religiousness and justice, his heartless killing, his acting
unwisely at the suggestions of his courtiers.
Then, next the Guru describes the kingship of the Lord.
His relentlessness in dealing with the nescient, the unmindful
who like Aurangzeb are not Lord-aware. His Magnanimity
and Graciousness as the Sustainer of all beings. His being the
True Guide, the True Protector and Friend of the lowly in
comparison to the kingship of Aurangzeb.
In couplets 87 to 92 the Guru writes about some good
qualities of Aurangzeb but they are not enough to merit
consideration in the eyes of the Lord. For they fall far short
of being a truly religious and good man. The Guru brings in
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greater relief the puny power of a malefic mind against the
infinite power and grace of the Lord Akal in protection of the
faithful and lowely. He reminds Aurangzeb of the relentless
and ruthless gyrations of time, in whose debris are burried
countless mighty kings of the past.
Most of the versions of Zafarnamah, agree in respect of 108
couplets with slight variations at a few places. There is open
disagreement in respect of three couplets (58,59,60) where the
latter two of them appear to be interpolations to justify the odd
explanation of the first one (61). The latter two are not
included in this version, as they are against the spirit and tone
of the Epistle.
The Guru has tried to put the fear of God into the mind
of the unmindful emperor who is following untrue ways in
his mistaken concept of godhood, religiousness and kingship.
Guru Nanak had much earlier announced unequivocally the
Oneness of God and oneness of man, the refrain was taken up
in a similar manner by the subsequent Gurus for more than
200 years later on. But Aurangzeb was deeply steeped in
nescience. He was not only mentally purblind, limited by the
limitedness of his vision of religion and humanism, but was
also metaphorically limnophilous as he loved to live and
wallow in the stagnant pools and marshes of his mind.
In the end, the Guru tries to make Aurangzeb realize the
folly of following his ways and the gravity of his done evil
deeds and visualize the just ways of the Lord-God, who is the
Protector of the lowly, the orphaned and the faithful. The
Lord-God who cannot be swayed by flattery of any kind, the
false telling of rosary beads, the observance of untrue
continence. All this is hammered into the brain of the
Aurangzeb quite often. The Lord is above all these. Doing
good deeds showing mercy and acting with compunction,
keeping one's faith and not practising deception matter the
most.
In the last two couplets is described the triumph of good
over evil when the malefic intentions and actions of a
malfeasant person are negated by the supremely Good,
Supreme Power of the Gracious One.
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Three strands form the epistle, Lord Eulogy, the battle of
Chamkaur Sahib and Aurangzeb, the man and emperor; able
and intelligent blinded by his bigotry, hence treacherous, cruel
and heartless. The two tributaries of Chamkaur Sahib and
Aurangzeb get absorbed in the main stream of Lord Eulogy.
So fully and so thoroughly that the mind can think of nothing
else, but the Lord Eulogy. It is the Lord, His Graciousness. His
Protectiveness. His Compassion, His Consideration for the
lowly, orphaned and faithful. His Infinite Power, His Infinite
Goodness that fill absolutely the convass of our mind. The
Sovran Lord Akal.
The Mirifical, the Gracious, the Just Akal.
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Kamiile karamat qayam karim.
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The Gracious, Eternal, Phenomenal Potence Possessor.
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The Adorable, Nourisher and Benign Forgiver.2.
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He has no trappings of Imperial power and pelf,
But He is the Bestower of supernal bliss itself.4.
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Ataa bakl2sh 0 pak paroardigar.
Rahim ast 0 razi dihe har diyar.6.
The Gracious Bestower, the Supernal Nourisher,
The Compassionate Being and universal Provider.6.
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Universal Sovran is He, the Greatest of the great,
Beauteous Being is He, the SustainerCompassionate.7.
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The Lord of wisdom is He, the Defender of the lowly,
Benefactor of the poor and Searer of the unfriendly.8.
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The Upholder of religion, the Abode of exaltation,
The Discerner of truth, the Source of revelation.9.

Ki danish piyilh ast 0 sahib shaiir.
Haqtqat shaniis ast 0 zahir zabiir.l0.
The Seeker of wisdom is He, the Lord of intellgence.
Truly Discerning is He, Manifest is His Emergence.ln.
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Shaniisindah-e-ilime atam Kl2udae.
Kushaindah e kar-e atam kushae.ll.
All cosmic knowledge by him alone is known,
Remover of all obstacles is He Himself alone.1I.
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Guzarindah e kar-e alam kabir.
Shaniisi'lidah e ilam-e alam amir.12.
Of all cosmic doings, He is the Doer lone,
By Him alone, all cosmic knowledge is known.12.
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DAsTAN
No longer do I believe in your words veracity,
The one and only one Sovran let my witness be.13.
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Na
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Ki bakf2shi va divan hamah kizab-gosat.14.
I do not trust a little bit that king at all,
Whose ministers and Generals are liars a11.14.
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Huma ra kase sayah ayad bazer.
Baro dast darad na zaghe daler.16.
Whosoever comes under the Huma's shadow,
Can never be harmed by a crafty crow.16.
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Kase push! uftad pase shere nar.
Na girad buzo mesho aha guzar.l7.
Whosoever come under the tiger's protection,
No goat, sheep, deer dare move in his direction.17.
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Ba musahaf qasam kb.ufiyah gar kl2urdame.
Na yak gam ham pesh azan burdame.18.
Had I taken in secret on holy book a vow,
I would not have budged from it anyhow. lB.
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Gursanah chi kiire kunad chiha/ nar.
Ki dah /ak bar iiyad bam beEl2abar.19.
What can at all do, the forty famished men,
When attacked suddenly by a million foemen. 19.
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Ki paimiin shikan bedrang iimdand.
Miyiin teB!l. 0 fir 0 tufang iimdand.20.
All at once descended the perfidious hordes,
Fully armed with rifles, arrows and swords.20.
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iimdam.
iimdam.21.

Unwillingly into the battle field, I came,
Resolved my bow and arrows to wield, I came.21.
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Chu ~a." az hamah hi/te dar guzasht.
Haliil ast burdan ba shamshir dast.22.
When all other efforts in a cause fall short,
It is just righteous to the sword to resort.22.
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Chi qasm Quran man kunam etibar.
Vagarnah tu goi man in rah chih kar.23.
No longer have I trust in your Quranic Vow,
Tread I not this path otherwise, you can avow.23.
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Na danam ki in marad-e robah pech.
Vagar hargiz in rah nayarad bahech.24.
I never knew that these men like a fox are clever,
As nothing could have made me tread this path ever .24.
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Har an kas ki qau/e Quran ayadash.
Nazo bastano kushtani bayadash.25.
In your Quranic Vow, puts his faith whosoever,
You should not kill or imprison him ever.25.
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Ba-range magas siyah posh amdand.
Ba-yakbiirgi dar l1l2arosh amdand.26.
Yourblack dressed hordeslikeswarming bees camearound,
All at once they descended with great clamouring sound.26.
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Har an kas zi divare amad brUno
BaB.!2urdan yake tir sbud gbarke B.!2un.27.
Whosoever the safety of the wall there left,
Drowned in his own blood by an arrow cleft.27.

Ki berfi.n na iimad kase zan divar.
Na B.!2urdand tir 0 na gasbtand B.!2uar.28.
From the shelter of the wall then emerged no one,
None received an arrow, neither was harmed any one.28.
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Chu didam ki niihar bi-iimad bajang.
Chashidah yake tire man bedarang.29.
When I saw Nahar Khan coming for a combat,
He tasted at once my arrow - point, threat.29.
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Ham akb.ir gurezand bajae musaf
Base kb.anan Eb.urdand berUn guzaf30.
From the battle field in the end did flee,
Many Pathans bragging outside bravely. 3D.
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Ki afB!!.ane digar ba-amad ba-jatig.
Cbu saile ravan bamcbu tir 0 tufang31.
Thereafter another Pathan came a field to fight,
Like a rising flood, bullet and arrow in flight.31.
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Base bamlab kardand ba-martiangi.
Ham az bosbgi bam zi divangi32.
Numerous attacks launched he manfully,
Some
with
caution, some
reck1essly.32.
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Base hamlah kard 0 base zakb.m kb.urd.
Do kas ra bajan kusht 0 jan ham sapurej,33.
Many a wound received he, many an attack h:made,
Killed he two foes and then down his life he laid.33.
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Ki an .kf2vaja mardud sayah divar.
Na amad ba-maidan ba-mardanab var.34.
That Khwaja Mardood from behind the wall's shelter,
Never came out into the field like a manly fighter.34.
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Dare8!!..a ! agar rUe 0 didame.
Ba-yak tir /achar baEl2shidame35.
Alas! If only had I got a glimpse of his face,
With an arrow would have killed him apace.35.
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Ham a.kb.ir base za.kb.m tir 0 tufang.
Do sue base kushtah shud bedarang.36.
Many had been wounded by bullets and arrows,
Many on both sides had died quickly by the close .36.
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Base bar barid tir 0
tufang.
Zimin gasht hamchii:1i gule latah rang.]?
Bullets, and arrows flew, so numerous around,
That crimson red, turned the battle-ground.37.
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Saro-pae anboh chandan shudah.
Ki maidan pur az gil 0 chaugan shudah.]8.
With severed heads and limbs strewn around,
The battlefield looked like a vast polo-ground.38.
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Tarmikiire tir 0 tarange kaman.
Bariimad yake hii 0 hil az jahiin39.
Caused by twanging bowstrings and clanking arrows,
From the frightened throng high pitched shrieks arose.39.
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Digar shorashe kaibare k'inah kosh.
Zi mardiine mardiin biriln raJat hosh.40.
Then the lunging spears such a havoc wrought,
Which left the bravest utterly distraught.40.
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Ham likb.ir cbib mardi kunad karzlir.
Ki bar cbibal tan liyadasb be-sbumlir.41.
What can be achieved in battle, by mere bravery,
When forty men are attacked, by countless adversary.41.

CbirliB!!.ejablin cbun sbudab burqli posb.
Sbabe sbab barlimad bamab jalvli josb.42.
When the Lamp of the world, put on a sable raiment,
The lord of the night then emerged fully luminant.42.
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Har an kas baqaule Quran ayadash.
'Ki yazdan bar 0 raihnuma ayadash.43.
Whosoever on a vow taken in God's name, truly depends,
The Lord like a guardian angel that person attends.43.
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Na pechidah mue na ranjidah tan.
Ki beriin B12ud avurd dushman sbikan.44.
No wound did I receive nor was distressed in any way,
The Slayer of foes, Himself took me from harm away.44.
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Na diinam ki in mard paimiin shikan.
Ki daulat parast ast 0 iman figan.45.
Never I knew that this man, of his word is untrue,
That a votary of Mammon is he and faithless too.45.
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Na iman prasti na auzae din.
Na sahib shanasi na muhammad yakin.46.
Neither true in religious worship nor in concept true,
Neither you believe in Mohmrnad nor Lord-aware are you.46.
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Har an leas ki iman prasti kunad.
Na paiman kl2udash pesh 0 pasti kunad.4 7.
Every man who in religious worship is true,
He adheres to his word unswervingly too.47.
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Ki in mard ra zarrah etbar nesat.
Chi qasme Quran ast yazdan yakesat.48.
For this man I do not have a wee bit trust now,
What is One God to him, What is the Quranic Vow.48.
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Cbu qasme Quran sad kunad i&l2tiyar.
Mara qatrab nayad az 0 etbar.49.
Even if a hundred times, on Quran you take a vow,
I would not a little bit, believe in you now.49.
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If you had faith in your own integrity,
You would have come, determined before me.50.
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Ki jarz ast bar sar tura hi suEl2an.
Ki qaule Quran ast qasam ast baman.51.
in this respect, it devolves on you,
To your Quranic Vow and word prove true.51.
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Agar hazrate El2ud sitiidah shavad.
Bajan 0 dile kar vazah shavad.52.
Had your good self before me personally appeared,
Everything would have been sincerely cleared.52.
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Shuma ra chu farz ast kare kuni.
Bamujab navishtah sbumare kuni.53.
It is now upon you absolutely incumbent,

Your written promise tv accordingly implement.53.
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Navishatah rasid 0 baguftah zuban.
Bibayad ki in kar rahat rasan.54.
I did receive your message, oral and in writing,
You should gracefully this work to completion bring.54.
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Hamari mard bayad shavad suk/2anvar.
Na shikme digar dar dahane digar.55.
A man should be truthful, in his utterance verily,
Betwixt his word and intent, there no difference be.55.
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Ki qazi mara guft berUri na am.
Agar rasa!i &.!2ud biyari qadam.56.
I shall abide by, what your Qazi conveyed to me,
If truthful you are come meet me personally.56.
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Tura gar babayad an qaule Quran.
Banizde shuma ra rasanam hamiin.57.
If you so desire, your written oath to see,
That document itself I shall send to ye.57.
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Ki tashrif dar qasba kangar kunad.
Vazan pas muliiqiit baham sbavad.58.
If you grace Kangar town with your presence,
The two of us shall have a meeting thence.58.
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Na zarah darin rah kb.atrah turiisat.
Hamah qaume bairar hukme mariisat.59.
You have nothing to fear coming down this way,
As the Brars of this area are under my sway.59.
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Biya ta sukb.an kb.ud zabani kunem.
BarUe shuma meharbani kunem.60.
Come here that we may converse freely face to face,
And interact we mutually with good will and grace.60.
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Yake asp sbaistab yak hazar.
Biya ta bagiri ba man in dayar.61.
Come so that from me, you may here obtain indeed,
From amongst a thousand horse the finest steed.61.
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Agar tU bayazdan prasti kuni.
Bakare mara in na susti kuni.62.
If your Sovran Lord, you worship veritably,
In .acting on my words don't you dilly dally.62.
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Bibayad ki yazdan sbaniisi kuni.
Na guftab kase kas kf2ariisbi kuni.63.
It is imperative that Lord-awareness you realize,

And on Someone's say, not anyone else tyrannize.63.
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Til, masnad nasbin saroare kaenii.t.
Ki ajab ast insaf in bam siflit.64.
Lord of the people you are, occupying king's office,
For a person thus endowed, strange is your justice.64.
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ajab ast insaf 0 din paroarl.
half ast sad half iil saroarl.65.

Strange is your justice, your upholding of piety,
Fie! A hundred times indeed on your regality.65.
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Ki ajab ast ajab ast taqvah shuman.
Bajuz rasH sukb.an guftan zayan.66.
Your continence is curious, indeed very curious,
To speak other than truth, is an utterance injurious.66.
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Mazan teB!!. bar k!2une kas be dregh.
Tura niz k!2un chark!2 rezad batelJE.67.
Use not the sword without compunction to kill men,
For your blood shall be shed by the sword of Heaven.67.
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Tu ghafil mashau mardyazdan shanas.
Ki 0 be niyaz ast 0 be sapas.68.
Remain ye not unmindful but become Lord-aware,
For the Lord is above flattery and above care.68.
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Ki 0 be muhab ast shahane shah.
Zamfn 0 zaman sachchah e patshah.69.
He is above awe and is the Sovran of sovereigns,
He is the Lord True of the earth and Heavens.69.
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Kl2udavand ezad zamfn 0 zaman.
Kunindah ast har kas makin 0 makiin. 70.
Of the Earth and Heavens, He is the Sovereign King,
And Creator of every living and non-living thing.70.
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Ham az pir moro bam az pi/tan.
Ki ajiz navaz ast gbafil sbikan.71.
From the feeble ant to the big-bodied elephant,
He is the Exalter of lowly, Killer of nescient.71.
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be sapas ast 0 be niyaz. 72.

called the Exalter of the lowly,
beyond praise and is care free.n.
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Without imperfection is He and sans peer too,
Of all earthly beings, He ·is the Guider true.73.
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Ki bar sar tura farz qasme Quran.
Bagufta shuma kar B.!2.ubi rasan.74.
By your vows on Holy Quran, surely bound are you,
So sincerely accomplish what you pledged to do.74.
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It now devolves on you to act with wisdom,
In your work apply yourself to the optimum.75.
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Chiha shud ki chun bachchgan kushtah char.
Ki
baqi
bamandast pechidah
mar. 76.
What though my four sons have you slain,
My Khalsa the coiled snake, doth yet remain.76.
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Chi mardi ki ak!lgar kl2amoshiin kuni.
Ki iitish daman ra !irozan kuni. 77In snuffing out sparks what bravery have you shown,

By this big fires into conflagrations shall be blown.77.
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Chi k12ush guft firdausie k12ush-zuban.
Shitiibi bavad kiire iihar maniin.78.
How rightly Firdausi, the eloquent doth say,
To do things in haste is the Devil's way.78.
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Ki ma bargah hazrat ayad shuma.
Azan roz biished shahid shumii. 79.
Whenever at my dwelling place you happen to arrive,
You shall then by yourself the whole truth derive.79.
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Agar kiire in bar til basti kamar.
Kl2udavand biishad tura baharah var.80.
To do this good wo}'k if you sincerely decide,
You shall find the Lord God, gracious beside.BO.
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Vagar na fu in rii fariimash kunad.
Turii ham fariimosh yazdiin kunad.81.
If all this unmindfully you forget to do,
The Sovran Lord shall then forget you too.81.
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Ki in kiire nek ast 0 din paroari.
Chu yazdiin shaniisi bajiin bartari.82.

For this work is noble, in religious conformity,
Showing Lord awareness and true magnanimity.82.
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Tura man na danam ki yazdan-shanas.
Bar amad zi tU karaha dil-El2arash.83.

I donot believe that you are Lord - conscious indeed,
As from you have accrued many a heart-rending deed.83.
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Shanasad hamin tiA, na yazdan karim.
Na kf2vahad hamin tiA, ba-daulat azim.84.
The Compassionate Lord also does not recognise you,
And likes you not despite your great wealth too.84.
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Agar sad Quriin rii ba-!Ul.urdi qasam.
Marii etbiire na in zarah dam. 85.
Even if a hundred times on Quran you take a vow,
I shall not in any of them believe a little bit now.85.
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Hazun na iiyam na in rah shavam.
Agar shah ba!Ul.iihad man iin jii ravam.86.
I shall not come before you nor make a move that way,
Where my Lord wills me there shall I go rightaway.86.
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Kl2ushash shahe shahan Aurangzeb.
Ki chiilak dastur chabuk rakeb.87.
0' Emperor Aurangzeb verily you are very fortunate,
A fine horseman and clever in the running of state.87.
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Ba-tartib danish ba-tadbir teB'!..
Kl2udava1id deg 0 .kb.udiivand teB'!..88.
Through purposeful sword play and a well devised plan,
Master of the land you became and a master swordsman.88.
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Ki husnul-jamal ast 0 roshan zam'ir.
Kl2udavmid mulk ast sahib am'ir.89.
Brilliant of mind you are and handsome-looking,
Lord of the land are you and the chieftain's king.89.
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Ki roshan zamir ast 0 husnul jamal.
Kb.udiivaiui bakhshi1idahae mulk 0 mal.90.
Handsome looking you are and brilliant of mind,
Royal bestower of pelf and honours of all kind.90.
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Bli-bak!2shish kabfr ast 0 dar jmig koh.
Malaik sift chun surayyli shikoh.91.
Bestower great are you, like a mount resolute in war,
Glorious like the Pleiades, angelical in traits you are.91.
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Manam kushtah am kohiylin purfitan.
Ki lin but prastand 0 man but shikan.92.
The hill chieftains I kill, for they are troublesome,
While idolaters they all are, an idol breaker I am.92.
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Ki diiriie daur as! 0 di1r as! din.93.

O' EmperorAurangzeb, spread far and wide is your sway,
King of times though, yet from true religion far away.93.
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Babin gardasbe be-waflie zaman.
Pase pusb! uftad rasiinad ziyiin.94.
Look at the perfidious Tune's, silent gyrations,
Whom it turns against on him it rains ruinations.94.
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Babin qudrate nek yazdane pak.
Ki az yak ba-dah lak rasanad halak.95.
Look at the Gracious might of the Lord Immaculate,
He makes a single man, million others extenninate.95.
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Chi dushman kunad meharban ast dost.
Ki bakl2shindagi kare bakl2shindah ost.96.
When the Lord is clement, what can your enemy do,
For the Lord Gracious, bestows His Grace on you.96.
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He is the Lord Liberator and truly guides always,
And familiarizes the tongue with His own praise.97.
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Kl2asam ra chu kor a kunad waqte kar.
Yatiman barUn me burad be azar.98.
At the proper time, He turns their enemy blind,
And takes out unharmed, the orphaned with Hand kind.98.
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Har an kas ki 0 rillt bazi kunad.
Rahime baro raiham sazi kunad.99.
Whosoever truly the path of truth follows,
To him the Compassionate, His compassion shows.99.
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Kase k!2idmat ayad base qalb 0 jan.
Kb.udavand bak!2shid bar vai aman.l00.
With his heart and soul who serves the Lord,
The Lord to him doth His protection accord.IOO.
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Chi dushman baran hilah sazi kunad.
Ki bar vai kl2uda raibamsazi kunad.lOl.

What can the enemy render with his machination,
When the Compassionate saves one with compassion.101.
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Agar yak bar ayad dab 0 dab bazar.
Nigabban 0
ra sbavad kiradgar.l02.

If a single man is attacked by million men,
The Lord Creator becomes his protector then.102.
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Tura gar nazar hast lashkar 0 zar.
Ki rna ra nigah ast yazdan shukar.JOJ.

If your troops and treasure complacently you eye,
My Sovran Lord with a look of gratitude I espy.103.
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Ki 0 ra B!!.arnr ast bar rnulk 0 mal.
Va rna ra panah ast yazdan aka/.J 04.
0' Aurangzeb, proud you are, of your power and pelf,
While I trust in the Refuge of the Lord Akal Himself.104.
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Til fi!.afil mashau zin sipanji sarae.
Ki atam baguzard sare ja bajae.l05.
Do not forget that this world is a transitory inn,
As daily depart here and there inmates therein. IDS.
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Kuja shahe Taimilr 0 Babar kujiisat.
HamayUn kuja shahe Akbar kujiisat.l06.
Where is emperor Tamerlane, and where is Babar,
Where is emperor Humayun, and where is Akbar. 106.
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Kuja shahe Sikandar 0 Sher Shah.
Ki yak ham namand as! zindah ba jah.107.
Where is Sher Shah, where is Alexander the great,
Not a single one of them is left alive to date.l07.
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Babin gardishe be waflie zaman.
Ki bar har baguzard makin 0 makan.108.
Behold the fickle TIme's relentless gyration,
It passes over each inhabitant and habitation.I08.
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Til gar jabar ajiz kf2.riishi makun.
Qasam ra ba-teshah tariishi makun.l09.
If mighty powerful you are do not the lowly torment,

Donot chisel the intent, your vow to implement.109.
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Chit haq yar biishad chi dushman kunad.
Agar dushmani ra basad tan kunad.ll0.
When the Lord befriends what harm can your enemy do,
Even if he plies his enmity with hundred bodies too.1lO.
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Kl2sam dushmani gar hazar avurad.
Na yak mue 0 ra azar avurad.lll.

If an enemy doth a thousand hostile acts perform,
Not even a single hair of your head, can he harm.nl.
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Baname kl2udavmide tegh-o-tabar.
Kb.udavmid tiro
sanan-o-sapar.l.
In invocation of the Lord of the battle-field,
Lord of arrow, battle-axe spear, sword and shield. I.
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Kb.udiivmide mardiine jmig azma.
Kb.udavande aspane pa dar hava.2.
Lord of soldiers tested in ordeal of war,
Lord of steeds whose feet wind fast are.2.
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Haman ko turii padshahi badad.
Barna daulate din panahi badad.].
The same Lord, who kingdom bestowed on ye,
With protection of religion has entrusted me.3.
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Tura turaktazi bah makar-o-raya.
Mara charah sazi bah sidak-o-safii.4.
He gave you the way of deceit and plunder,
And me righteously to redressal render.4.
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Na zebad tura nam Aurmigzeb.
Zi Aurangzeban na yabad jareb.5.
The name Aurangzeb does not suit you,
As Aurangzeb's are sans deceit and true.5.
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Tasbiat az sujah-o-rishtah besh.
Kazan danab sazi vazan dameEil.avesb. 6.
Your rosary's thread and beads are only a ploy,
For luring and enticing people which you employ.6.
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Tu k!2ake pidar ra ba kardare zisht.
Ba k!2une biradar badadi sarisht. 7.
You have kneaded your father's pious dust,
With your brother's blood and actions unjust.?
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Man aknun ba ajzale purash akiil.
I
Kunam zi abe ahan chunan barshgal.9.

Now, I shall with the blessing of my Lord Akal,
Hit it with steel-water like seasonal rainfall.9.
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Ki hargiz azan char dfvare shuvam.
Nishanf namanad bann pak buvam.l0.

So that not a trace of this structure vile,
Is left behind our sacred land to defile.lO.
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Zi kohe dakkan tishnah kam amadi.
Zi mevar ham talak!2 jam amadi.l1.
Successless from Deccan hills, did you retreat,
In Mewar drank you, the bitter potion of defeat.l1.
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Barin sii chiin akniin nigahat ravad.
Ki an talk!2i 0 tashangiat ravad.12.
Now this side you have turned your eyes amain,
To quench your thirst, and some satisfaction gain.12.
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Chunan atishe zer naalat na ham.
Zi punjab abat na k!l.urdan da ham.I3.
Under your feet shall I place firesin such a way,
That I dont let you drink water in Punjab anyway.13.
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Chi shud gar sha8!l.ate ba makar 0 raya.
Hamfn kusht do bachchah sher ra.I4.
What though the jackal in a cunning way,
Has contrived, two cubs of a tiger, to slay.14.
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Chun shere zayan zindah manad hame.
tu
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Na digar graim ba name M2udat.
Ki didam M2uda 0 kalame M2udat.I6.
No further as witness call upon the name of your Lord,
I have seen for your God and Quran you have no regard.16.
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Na saugmide til aitbare na manad.
Mara jUz ba shamshir kare na manad.17
I, dont have now, any faith in your vow,
I can't help but resort to the sword now. I 7.
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Til i gurge baran didah agar.
Naham neze shere zi dame badar.1B.
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Agar baz guft 0 shanidat ba masat.
Numiiim tura jadah pak 0 rasat.19.
If ever, with one another, we meet to converse,
I shall point to you the true path to traverse. 19.
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Ba maid-an do /ashkar saf ara shavand.
Zi dun baham ashkara shavand.20.
In the field the two armies so positioned be,
So far apart they are able one another to see.20.
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Miane rU manad do farsmige rah.
Chun arasta gardad in razam gah21.
Between the two armies thus arrayed around,
Let plenty space be there in the mid-ground.21.
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Azan pas dar an arsa kar zar.
Man aim jaridah tU ha do savar.22.
Alone, shall I come in the field then,
You may bring with you two horsemen.22.
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Til az naz-o-nemat samar khurdah.
Zi jangl jawanan na bar khurdah.23.
You enjoy the benefits of ease and pelf,
and have not faced a warrior, yourself.23.
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Ba maidan baya Mud ba teB!!..-o-tabar.
Makun Malqe Mallaq zer-o-zabar.24.
Come fully prepared in the battle ground,
No more any longer, Lord's creatures hound.24.
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